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Newly build Fiesta R2 will be for sale end of February. 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more info 

• Contact Kobus Roos on +27 11 6708400 

• Contact Paolo Piazza Musso on +27 82 5505708 
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Kris Meeke splashes onto the scene in WRC 2014. A fantastic 
drive to third place overall, this Irishman is set for a strong 
2014 if he continues his form.
Picture: Citroën Racing

OPENING SHOT



The 2014 South African National Rally Championship 
calendar has been revealed, as well as some of the 
shock driver musical chair movements in recent 
weeks...
Words and Picture: Evan Rothman.
 The series remains an eight-event championship, 
starting off with the traditional KwaZulu-Natal opener 
in March. It concludes nine-months later with the 
Toyota Gauteng Dealer Rally at the end of November. 
With TOTAL South Africa no longer active South African 
motorsport, the highly-popular TOTAL Rally in March is 
in search of a title sponsor. This predicament also exists 
for the PMC Rally, which used to be the Toyota Gauteng 
Dealer Rally. Taking in six of the country’s nine provinces 
with over 1,200km of special stages, the 2014 season 
will be another exciting installment in this series’ long 
history.
 Two works teams have undergone a change for 
2014, too. The picture is not clear or complete yet, but 
we’ve managed to piece together the following...
• Johnny Gemmell has left Castrol Team Toyota
• Hergen Fekken/Pierre Arries replace Gemmell at the 
Toyota squad
• Enzo Kuun has left Volkswagen Sasolracing
• Thilo Himmel has moved into the Super S2000 
category to take up Gugu Zulu’s S2000 Challenge seat 
in the ageing Polo Vivo S2000
• Henk Lategan, sensational in their fi rst full season of 
S2000 competition for the works Volkswagen team, are 
set to take up the lead driver seat at the Volkswagen 
Sasolracing team
• Gugu Zulu will join Henk Lategan in the new Polo 
S2000s for the Volkswagen Sasolracing team
• Leeroy Poulter and Giniel de Villiers, fresh from their 
admirable Dakar Rally campaign, will continue to drive 
the Toyota Etios S2000s for the works Toyota squad 
under different sponsorship banners.
 With a number of privateer teams set to join 
the series for 2014, this will be an exciting heart ahead 
in South African motorsport.

The 2014 Calendar:
KZN Rally (KwaZulu-Natal): 14 - 15 Mar
Sasol Rally (Mpumalanga): 11 - 12 Apr
PMC Rally (Gauteng): 23 - 24 May
Volkswagen Rally (Eastern Cape): 11 - 12 Jul
Ford Dealer Rally (Gauteng): 15 - 16 Aug
Toyota Cape Dealer Rally (Western Cape): 19 - 20 Sep
Polokwane Rally (Limpopo): 17 - 18 Oct
Toyota Gauteng Dealer Rally (Northwest): 21 - 22 Nov

              ROUNDS SET 
FOR SOUTH AFRICA

EIGHT



The defending fi ve-time Rally America Champion 
David Higgins will have a new teammate for the 
2014 Rally America Championship: Travis Pastrana.
 Words: H&H. Picture: SRT USA. 
“Subaru is very excited to bring back both of our former 
rally champions,” said Rob Weir, Motorsports Marketing 
Manager at Subaru of America. “Between David and 
Travis, Subaru Rally Team USA has won the Rally America 
Championship seven times in the last eight years.  Having 
them together this season will give us our best chance at 
defending our title.”
 In 2013, Subaru Rally Team USA’s David Higgins 
with co-driver Craig Drew won a season-long battle against 
Ford to win their third successive Rally America driver’s 
title and the Manufacturer’s title for Subaru of America.
 Travis Pastrana, who began his auto racing 
career driving a Subaru in 2004, won four straight Rally 
America titles with Subaru Rally Team USA between 2006 
and 2010. “I’m so happy to be back with the team I’ve 
been most successful with in the past,’s Pastrana. “Rally 
racing is where my heart is and it’s a privilege to do it in 
a Subaru. The competition is stronger and our cars are 
faster than they have ever been here in the USA. It won’t 
be easy to get back to the top, but I’m looking forward to 
the challenge!”
 Higgins/Drew will begin their season at Sno*Drift 
Rally, the fi rst round of the Rally America Championship 
held in Atlanta, MI this weekend. Pastrana will make his 
debut at the second round of the series, the Rally in the 
100 Acre Wood held in Salem, MO on 21 - 22 February. 
Pastrana will also compete in Global RallyCross at X Games 
on 6 - 7 June. Pastrana and Higgins will compete in 2014 
Impreza WRX STI rally cars. Both cars are prepared and 
managed by Vermont SportsCar, who also manages Subaru 
of America’s rallycross efforts in the Global RallyCross 
Championship. The all-new 2015 Impreza WRX STI rally 
version will debut later in 2014.

                              BACK FOR 
SUBARU USA DREAM TEAM
PASTRANA



Applause and high-fi ves to all who fi nished the 
82nd edition of the Rallye Monte-Carlo, by all 
accounts one of the most trying in its illustrious 
history. The sheer determination and bravery 
shown by Sebastien Ogier/Julien Ingrassia was 
also displayed by Veit Konig/Andreas Schwalie (the 
fi nal crew to fi nish this year’s event), but of course 
the pace was vastly different. The weather played 
havoc with tyre choices, the rainfall turned the 
already sludgy roads into slimy and slippery tracks 
and the snow and ice caught many unawares. To 
still drive a rally car at high speeds, I take my hat 
off to all fi nishers.
 Words: Evan Rothman. Picture: Citroën 
Racing.
 Here is a collection of moments we at Handbrakes 
& Hairpins have called the “That was close...” We by no 
means wish to offend any drivers, but merely illustrate 
the awful weather and its consequences for our favourite 
rally crews.

Highly experienced Mikko Hirovnen/Jarmo 
Lehtinen (M-Sport World Rally Team) had 
a diffi cult time of the stages too. This must 

certainly rank as a heart-stopping moment...

Leading for much of the event, and fl ying the 
fl ag for privateer rally drivers the world over, 
Bryan Bouffi er and co-driver Xavier Panseri 

(Ford Fiesta RS WRC) pushed beyond their limits in 
SS9...

Even rally winners Sebastien Ogier/Julien 
Ingrassia (Volkswagen Motorsport Polo R WRC) 
were very lucky indeed to have escaped a 

number of close calls...

Mads Ostberg/Jonas Andersson on their debut 
for the Citroën TOTAL World Rally Team survived 
a few scary moments in their CS3 WRC machine. 

This was one that could have ended badly were it not for 
Mads fast refl exes and car-control...

Rally spectators are a friendly and helpful 
bunch. When a competitor spears off the road, 
fans fl ock to the stricken car to get it back onto 

the road. But, what if all the fans had their hands in their 
pockets or fi lming a crew struggling to get going again? 
Here are Andreas Mikkelsen/Mikko Markkula (Volkswagen 
Motorsport) struggling to get the spectators at a popular 
corner to assist in getting them back into the fi ght. This 
is more a statement about fans and their fan fi lming...

THAT WAS
MONTE’S SCARIER MOMENTS

CLOSE...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlFWs1Rqxi0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHbQOn-Lc08
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CQ5irdr-dM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BmBha6QL28
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vX7BKNVcMoU


The boss of the FIA European Rally Championship, 
Jean-Pierre Nicolas spoke to Liga Stirna thsi week 
in an EXCLUSIVE interview for Handbrakes & 
Hairpins. The ERC is ready to become big success 
in motorsport.
Words: Līga Stirna. Picture: ERC Media
LS: First year of new European Champioship. How 
was it?
JPN: Really interesting! A lot of fi ghting between regular 
drivers, and fi nally the title went to Jan Kopecky, who’s 
a really nice guy. We are happy for him and hope that 
he will be known all over the world.

LS: New format - was it worth it to introduce?
JPN: Ok, there is a crisis in Europe, but on the start 
of every rally we have more or less between 50 to 80 
cars on the start. A lot of young drivers are coming in. 
Concerning promotion, thanks to Eurosport we were 
able to deliver beautiful images from countries all over 
the Europe in 2013. This new season: again we’ll have 
12 rallies, the timing will be much better this year, and 
we love to have one rally every month or every three 
weeks - what is easiest for teams. We have new FIA 
regulations for cars, and lot of new cars are coming; 
for example, Ford Fiesta R5, Peugeot 208 R5, and 
we’re waiting for Citroen DS3 R5 in the middle of the 
year, and new Skoda for 2015 at the end of the year. 
Every manufacturer presents a new car this year. I’m 
sure it will be big success. We decided to introduce new 
championship for Juniors, which will be very intersting 

ERC BOSS TALKS                                      WITH 
US AHEAD OF LATVIAN COUNTER

EXCLUSIVELY
as we had lot of demands via internet and phone calls. 
Juniors - under 25 years, 7 rallies - gravel, tarmac and 
snow, and fi rst will be here, in Latvia. Cars will be more or 
less the same: Class R2. It is a very good level for young 
drivers, and the winner will get two races in R5 in 2015 in 
a factory car.

LS: Did you have any surprises last season?
JPN: Yes and no. Yes, because some drivers had the spark. 
Jan Kopecky is a winner, but Craig Breen, who came 
second, and Brian Bouffi er, who is a well-known driver 
because of his wins in Monte Carlo rally and Corsica - they 
had spark! A young French driver Lefebvre, Kajetan: extra 
fantastic! And it’s good to see that drivers, who previously 
participated in ERC and IRC, are now offi cial factory 
drivers in WRC: Thery Neville, Juho Hanninen. This is our 
satisfaction!

LS: Do you see ERC as a support series for WRC?
JPN: ERC could be a step before WRC. Why? Because it’s 
very easy to come to ERC; there is no obligation to enter 
the full year, cars are 50% less expensive, rallies are not 
so long, and it is really fantastic school.

LS: What do expect from the Latvian event this 
year?
JPN: Number one: snow and ice. You have to do your best 
(laughs)! Last year it was just fantastic, but right before 
the start it was warm. I went to the rally last two days and 
have to say again, that these roads you have are best rally 

stages in the world. When there is snow and ice!

LS: What would be your ideal ERC?
Number one: it’s not to polish your shoes, but really 
Latvia, Raimonds Strokšs and his team are more or less 
our model of organizers. We would be so happy if most 
of event promoters see how they must work. Then the 
championship will be fantastic! We want develop ERC more; 
have more offi cial teams, and lot of high level privateers 
as well. ERC is a good compromise: not so long rallies - 
approx 250 km in stages, two days, cheaper cars - I think 
that in future, thanks to TV coverage, it will be one of the 
biggest successes in motorsport.

LS: How close do you work with the national 
federations of respective countries?
JPN: We have a few contacts, and we work with national 
event promoters who have relations with national 
federations.

LS: Is populartity of the specifi c rally itself important 
for ERC?
JPN: Very important! It’s not just drivers who are ERC. 
Rally - I’m quite long time in this business and I know 
exactly - is if you take numbers, 10% are offcial drivers, 
10 to 20 good teams and that 70 - 80 local drivers. Without 
theese privateers you can’t do a rally. Our interest is to 
have lot of people come to rallies.





The 41st Sno*Drift Rally once again kicks-off 
the eight-round 2014 Rally America National 
Championship this weekend in Montmorency 
County, Michigan.
Words: H&H. Picture: SRT USA
 Sno*Drift is the only planned snow event on 
the Rally America National Championship schedule, 
attracting more than fi fty domestic and international 
teams as well as legions of dedicated rally fans.
 After two months off, the Championship begins 
the next chapter with many familiar faces from prior 
years and some very new faces. Last year’s Sno*Drift 
winner and 2010 Rally America National Champion, 
Antoine L’Estage, is back to attempt a repeat victory in 
his regular Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X after he beat 
Subaru Rally Team USA’s David Higgins on the very last 
stage in 2013. David Higgins with co-driver Craig Drew 
went on to secure the 2013 Rally America title for the 
third consecutive year and are expected to return to 
Sno*Drift to extend their streak.
 The competition will be crowded with a large 
contingent of Super Production (SP) cars led by 2013 
SP Champions David Sterckx and Karen Jankowski. The 
SP battle is expected to be tight with the entrance of 
Lauchlin O’Sullivan and Dillon Van Way, whom both are 
familiar with top podium fi nishes.
 Many teams consider the Sno*Drift Rally to be 

their favorite event due to the unique experience of 
running the icy, snow banked roads without studded 
tires at high speeds. As a result, Sno*Drift’s conditions 
instantly levels the playing fi eld allowing any driver 
a chance to win, and the race’s past overall winners 
refl ects the event’s diversity and toughness.
 Since 2005 the Sno*Drift Rally has traditionally 
been the opening round to the Rally America National 
Championship and will continue that role for the 2014 
season.  Sno*Drift received Honorable Mention in 
2008, and in 2005, 2011, and 2012 was named “Rally 
of the Year”, being declared the benchmark by which 
other Rally America National Championship events are 
judged.
 The Sno*Drift Rally begins in downtown 
Lewiston, MI at 13h00 (local time) on Friday at the Parc 
Expose where spectators will have a chance to view the 
rally cars on display. In addition, fans will be able to pick 
up complimentary spectator guides that provide driving 
instructions to nearby viewing areas. It’s a perfect 
starting place for a day full of rally competition and an 
adventure in the beautiful Michigan woods. Saturday 
starts once again in downtown Atlanta, MI at 08h00 
with another Parc Expose and opportunities to meet the 
drivers. After the day’s action awards and the victory 
celebration will take place at the Hillman Community 
Center at 18h30.

                                    DRIFTS                                     DRIFTS 
INTO ACTION THIS WEEKENDINTO ACTION THIS WEEKEND

RALLY AMERICARALLY AMERICA



The Dakar Rally organisers have commented that this 
year’s edition was the toughest yet in South America. 
Just 204 vehicles (78 motorcycles, 15 quads, 61 cars 
and 50 trucks, or 47% of those that started) reached 
the fi nish in Valparaiso on the weekend. This year’s 
race was most defi niutely dyed in the red and yellow 
colours of Catalonia... 
Words: H&H. Pictures: Motorpress, Newspress.
 With Marc Coma and Jordi Viladoms taking the top two 
places in the motorcycle category and Nani Roma winning in a 
car race ten years to the day after doing so on a motorcycle, 
the Catalan contingent blew the competition away in the 2014 
edition. Behind the two KTM riders, Frenchman Olivier Pain 
rounded off the podium after fending off the late attacks of 
his team leader, Cyril Despres. In the car category, Nani Roma 
topped the MINI 1-2-3 with a narrow 05min 38sec margin 
over Stephane Peterhansel, becoming the third competitor to 
win in a car after triumphing on a motorcycle. 26-year-old 
Ignacio Casale also put his name on the prestigious list of 
winners, as the young quad rider took a home win earned 
him a thunderous ovation on the podium in Valparaiso. In the 
truck category, Russian Andrey Karginov held on to his lead 
over Gerard deRooy by a hair’s breadth to take a dramatic 
victory.
 Last year, leader Cyril Despres and his lieutenant 
Ruben Faria signed an amazing one-two for the KTM squad. 
It was with the same team spirit that Marc Coma grabbed 
his fourth overall win, escorted on the podium by his faithful 
lieutenant Jordi Viladoms, who had already stood at his side 
when he won in 2006 and 2009. Coma’s strategy, based on 
building an insurmountable lead over his rivals in one single 
special, has changed little since his last victory in 2011. This 
time round, it was during the fourth day of racing, the second 
part of the marathon stage to Chilecito, that the comeback 
kid dealt a devastating blow by toppling Joan Barreda from 
the lead, while electronic problems scuttled Cyril Despres’ 
chances of victory. From then on, Coma focused on avoiding 
mistakes, while his rivals suffered more and more mishaps, 
mechanicals and errors, costing them hours in the overall 
standings.
 The fi rst two riders to drop out were those who 
stood next to Despres on last year’s podium, Ruben Faria and 
“Chaleco” López, who were knocked out by crashes. Later 
on, during Stage Five, world champion Paolo Gonçalves saw 
both his Honda and his hopes go up in fl ames. At the time, 
a breath of fresh air from the Sherco camp compensated for 
all these disappointments. After alternating with team-mate 
Juan Pedrero in the top places of the stages, Alain Duclos 
looked more and more like a serious podium contender, at 
least until the rest day. However, his Sherco’s engine gave 
in during Stage Nine after a fi rst scare two days earlier. Marc 
Coma was able to spend the last few days riding at his own 
pace and keeping an eye on distant pursuer Joan Barreda. 

DAKAR                      MAKES FOR 
EXCITING FINISH AFTER 9500KM

DRAMA



However, after climbing back to within half an hour of Coma due 
to the leader being handed down a penalty for an engine change, 
Barreda blew it exactly when it looked like he had fi nally learned 
to be consistent. The animator of this year’s edition and winner of 
fi ve stages crumbled on the dunes of Copiapó the day before the 
fi nish, conceding over two hours and slipping to seventh overall.
 Meanwhile, Cyril Despres continued Operation Comeback, 
gaining a few places in the classifi cation for his troubles. The fi ve-
time winner, 12th at the end of Stage Five and 11th on the rest 
day, inched closer and closer to the top until he fi nished at the 
gates of the podium just behind team-mate Olivier Pain. Yamaha’s 
result in third and fourth places is followed by an honourable 
Honda contingent, with Hélder Rodrigues in fi fth, Joan Barreda in 
seventh and Daniel Gouet in eighth. Laia Sanz put the cherry on 
the Catalan cake with a decent sixteenth place, one of the best 
results achieved by a female rider at the Dakar, after Christine 
Martin’s tenth place in 1981, Nicole Maitrot’s fourteenth in 1982 
and Véronique Anquetil’s fi fteenth in 1984.
  The 36th edition of the biggest rally raid in the world 
started with a surprise, as Portugal’s Carlos Sousa grabbed his 
sixth Dakar stage win and the fi rst for Chinese manufacturer 
Haval. The overall winner’s name was anybody’s guess until the 
thirteenth and fi nal special. The impressive performances of the 
SMG buggy driven by Carlos Sainz, who won two specials and 
led the overall after Stage Four but was forced to go home after 
a silly crash in the link section of Stage Ten; Giniel de Villiers, as 
consistent as ever, becoming the only driver able to take the fi ght 
to the MINIs until the very end; and the controversy generated by 
X-raid’s team orders for the last three days; the 2014 Dakar will 
go down in history as a unique edition!
 At the end, almost as expected, it was a MINI festival, with 
fi ve of its eleven cars in the top six, including a podium whitewash, 
and all eleven cars making it to Valparaiso. Outstanding technical 
expertise combined with a wobbly race management. Before Nani 
Roma could savour his fi rst Dakar win in a car, a decade after 
taking the motorcycle race (becoming the third competitor in 
history to accomplish this feat, after Hubert Auriol and Stephane 
Peterhansel), the Spaniard had to show nerves of steel as the 
team orders issued by Sven Quandt the evening after Antofagasta 
were trampled upon the next day, only for everything to fall back 
into place on the last day.
 The team orders controversy and the group fi nish of the 
leading MINIs in the last stage, handing the overall win to Nani 
Roma on a platter put an asterisk next to the fi rst car victory of the 
41-year-old Catalan who had nevertheless produced a masterful 
performance during ten stages before cracking under the pressure 
of Stephane Peterhansel fi ring on all cylinders the last few days. 
“Monsieur Dakar”, driving as consistently as ever but with a fi re in 
his belly rarely seen until now, wrote a new chapter in his legend 
during the 2014 edition, one he fi nished in second place, 05min 
38sec down, but with an unsurpassed total of four stage wins that 
propelled him to the top of the all-time record with 65 victories. 
Nasser Al-Attiyah, isolated in third place, took his third Dakar 
podium, but he will long regret failing to fi nd all the waypoints in 
Stage Ten. The resulting penalty may have cost him his second 



overall win, as he fi nished 56min 52sec behind the champion. 
Finally, South African Giniel de Villiers was the only driver to take 
the fi ght to the MINI armada all the way to Valparaiso, winning the 
last stage and consolidating his fourth place overall, which is also 
his seventh top fi ve fi nish in ten participations!
 Further behind, special mentions go to Pole Marek 
Dąbrowski who rounded off his fi rst start in a car with an excellent 
seventh place, and Christian Lavieille who gave Haval a top ten 
place for the second year straight. Finally, in the production series 
category Japanese Jun Mitsuhashi took his third win in this class 
while Frenchman Eric Bernard won the solo category after fi nishing 
23rd overall.
 Ignacio Casale takes the quad race. The evening after Stage 
Two, the defending champion summed up the ferocious battle raging 
in the quad race. “The Dakar’s just begun”, said Marcos Patronelli 
after winning the stage and moving into the overall lead. Ignacio 
Casale had seized the lead in both classifi cations at the end of the 
preceding stage, from Rosario to San Luis. The Argentinean star 
dropped out the next day during the hottest stage in Dakar history, 
probably as a result of his high-intensity clash with the Chilean. The 
quad race is getting more and more competitive, as proven by the 
fact that Casale still had to see off the repeated onslaught of Rafał 
Sonik and Sergio Lafuente. The Pole slowly run out of steam when 
faced with the leader’s robust defence, while the Uruguayan had to 
go home after his engine broke down during Stage Eleven. Casale 
only wrapped up his Chilean-style win towards the end of a rally that 
revealed Sebastian Husseini’s fi ghting spirit. The Dutchman was 
rewarded with the bottom step of the podium. Qatari Mohammed 
Abu-Issa took fourth place, with promising rookie Víctor Gallegos 
rounding off the top fi ve. Franco-Italian Camelia Liparoti played her 
hand well again, fi nishing 13th out of 15 fi nishers and 40 starters.
 Finally, the clash of titans between Iveco and Kamaz will 
have been a close one until the very end. Although the Russian 
team seized the overall lead from the get-go with Ayrat Mardeev 
and was still in the pole position with Andrey Karginov twelve stages 
later as the race came Valparaíso, the outcome of the 36th Dakar 
was full of suspense, reminiscent of some of the memorable battles 
seen in the motorcycle and quad categories over the last few years. 
Kamaz’s Andrey Karginov seemed set to take a win earned on the 
Chilean sands, but one obstacle blocked his way in the last special. 
Car no. 319 swerved and ended up stuck on the track of the last 
timed sector, just in front of the Russian, who lost ten minutes. 
Meanwhile, his closest pursuer and winner of the previous stage 
Gerard de Rooy used his starting order to slip ahead. All in all, 
Karginov lost 09min 34sec to the Dutchman. However, race offi cials 
deducted 05min 20sec from the time of the no. 306 Kamaz, handing 
Russia’s Andrey Karginov his fi rst Dakar win by 03min 11sec over 
Gerard de Rooy. Behind them, the other Kamazes hogged places 
three to fi ve, with defending champion EduardNikolaev, Dmitry 
Sotnikov and Anton Shibalov. It is a pity that this awesome edition 
had to go without the fi reworks of Pieter Versluis, Martin Kolomý 
and Ayrat Mardeev, who had to drop out in Stages Ten, Nine and 
Three, respectively, while Aleš Loprais’ Dakar was a mixed bag, 
with the Czech driver fi nishing in sixth place, over fi ve hours off the 
pace.



The 2014 FIA World Rally Championship could not 
have started off with a more explosive bang than with 
this past weekend’s Rallye Monte-Carlo. From the 
fi rst corner of the fi rst stage to the last kilometre of 
this exhausting three-day rally, cars and crews were 
relentlessly pushed beyond breaking point to win 
Championship points. Slippery, snowy and icy, the 
weather and asphalt roads produced a scary and nail-
biting season-opener in what was one of the most 
demanding editions of this 82-year-old rally.
Words: Evan Rothman.
Pictures: McKlein, Volkswagen, Citroën Racing.

ALL THE               UPS, DOWNS 
AND SPINS FROM MONTE-CARLO 

WRC





 We all know of the fi ght back up the order 
from Sebastien Ogier and his Volkswagen Polo R WRC 
from ninth to fi rst. We all that Bryan Bouffi er fi nished 
second overall, oh-so-close to claiming a win not only 
for himself but for privateers the world over. We also 
know that Hyundai Motorsport had a bittersweet debut 
to their 2014 season. We knew how Robert Kubica 
peeled off the icy roads on SS9, exiting his rally after a 
sensational drive. And that Kris Meeke/Paul Nagle were 
the fi rst Britons on the podium of a WRC event since 
2003. What we didn’t know was that Elfyn Evans and 
co-driver Daniel Barritt outshone their rivals and team-
mates to be Handbrakes & Hairpins’ stars of “Monte.”
 The event’s 15 stages were never going to be 
easy. With ever-changing weather, see our article “That 
was close...” in this week’s issue too, this year’s “Monte” 
was every bit as exciting as we had all hoped for, and it 
was made all the more so by the stirring drives from our 
favourite motorsport aces. The WRC is healthy, and its 
star is beginning to regain its lost lustre. That is in part 
due to names such as Robert Kubica, Bryan Bouffi er, 
Hyundai and that Welshman Elfyn Evans.
 Composed, clear and confi dent, this 25-year-
old has shown he was the talent to back up his speed. 
Bearing in mind it was his fi rst start in the Rallye Monte-
Carlo, he might not have won any stages but his driving 
raised a few eyebrows in the Service Park. He never 
lost his cool and collected air, and he drove within his 
limits to reach the fi nish line without any big spins, offs 
or a damaged Ford Fiesta RS WRC. Team boss Malcolm 
Wilson must still be smiling ear-to-ear with his driver 
choice.
 We can’t sum up the WRC Rallye Monte Carlo 
than these inspiring photos from the sport’s best 
photographers. We will be stateside at the WRC Rally 
Sweden, and we look forward to bringing you more from 
this exciting series in 2014!

Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) S. Ogier/J. Ingrassia
      Volkswagen Polo R WRC - 03h 55m 14.4s
02) B. Bouffi er/X. Panseri
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 01m 18.9s
03) K. Meeke/P. Nagle
      Citroën DS3 WRC + 01m 54.3s
04) M. Ostberg/J. Andersson
      Citroën DS3 WRC + 03m 53.9s
05) J-N. Latvala/M. Anttila
      Volkswagen Polo R WRC + 06m 08.3s
06) E. Evans/D. Barritt
      Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 08m 37.4s
07) A. Mikkelsen/M. Markkula
      Volkswagen Polo R WRC + 11m 42.3s
08) J. Melicharek/E. Melicharek
      Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 21m 56.2s
09) M. Gamba/N. Arena
      Peugeot 207 S2000 + 23m 50.7s
10) Y. Protasov/P. Cherepin
      Ford Fiesta R5 + 25, 43.1s









Here Sebastien Ogier and Julien Ingrassia carve their way 
to winning the Rallye Monte-Carlo. Snow? We’re ready for 
WRC Rally Sweden!
Picture: Volkswagen Motorsport

CLOSING SHOT
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